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Leading Democrats are calling for a return to the Fairness Doctrine that would require that every conservative talk show
be balanced with a liberal talk show. I don't see any Democrats saying the fairness doctrine should be applied to the
obviously slanted (to the left) Newspapers or Television Networks. PBS is also not included in this drive for "fairness".

Need I remind you, it was CBS and Dan Rather that ran a story shortly before a Presidential election, accusing the
Republican candidate of being AWOL from his National Guard unit and of seeking special favors because of his father's
political influence. The story was based on FORGED Papers, There was no fact checking done by the network because
the story attacked a conservative Republican Candidate. No calls for the fairness doctrine about that!

The Liberal left tried to run their own radio talk network. Air America was a total disaster, in spite of the fact that it was
FUNDED by leading Democrats. The reason that liberal talk radio does not work is because people don't want to listen to
it. If they wanted to listen to that Anti-American crap they would watch CNN, ABC, NBC, CBS, or MSNBC . IF they
wanted to read that tripe they would pick up the New York Times (Which continues to publish classified information that
endangers American lives), the Washington Post, Time Magazine, Newsweek or any of the other "Major" newspapers.

Recently, several Republican Senators, (Senator Lott of Mississippi to name one) have joined the call to gag
conservative talk radio. The reason for this? Because Conservative Talk Radio is pointing out how they are selling out
America on this Amnesty travesty. The American people alerted by talk radio rose up and demanded that the US Senate
not pass the ill-advised McCain-Bush-Kennedy Amnesty bill, and these "powerful" Senate leaders are reacting live five
years that had their toys taken away from them. They are pouting, screaming and threatening to take the ball away from
"Bad Guys" that shined the light on their lies.

First, we had the McCain-Feingold Revocation of the First Amendment Bill (Campaign reform) that prohibited citizens
from banding together and running adds within 30 days of an election. A Clear violation of the first amendment to the
Constitution of the United States. Now, we have the attack on Talk Radio. It seems that the US Senate not only does not
believe in Free Speech but they are bound and determined to suppress it. You might ask yourself why should I care? I
don't listen to talk radio, they are just a bunch of right wing nutbags anyway. The problem with censorship is that it tends
to grow and grow. It may not be goring your ox this time, but given enough time and power it will prevent any of us from
complaining about any elected official. Does that sound like America to you?
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